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Case: 52278 New report: Vendor PO Summary
Added a new report "Vendor PO Summary" under the Additional Reports menu.

Please note that this report does not apply Fund/Orgn security.

Case: 54683 Exporting Trial Balance when using cross-tab
Fixed a bug when using Cross Tab on Trial Balance where the report would not export properly to Excel/PDF.

Case: 55157 Searching for FASTAR Invoices on Document Number Search
When entering a FAST Invoice Number into the Document Number Search report in Finance Reporting, the Batch ID that the
Invoice was a part of will now be returned in the results (assuming that FASTAR is installed, and that the Invoice has been posted
to the GL already).

Case: 55213 Allow for up to 10 years in Annual Trend and Annual Variance reports
The Annual Trend and Annual Variance summary reports now support up to 10 years instead of only five years. The new
additional columns are deselected by default, but can be turned on via the Advanced Options tab or page level Administration tab.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 54608 Grow Menu Layout & Menu Admin screens to available height
The tree control on the Menu Layout and Menu Administration screens will now grow to fill any available vertical space within the
browser window.

Case: 54704 Changing comparison wipes out value
Fixed issue that cleared the selected date value when the comparison drop down changed

Case: 54705 Count(Distinct) on a date column
When performing a Count (Distinct) grouping function on a Date type column the value being displayed was a date format and
not the count value. That issue has been fixed and the count value is now being displayed.

Case: 54793 Institutional Definitions Rule page issue
Fixed issue that prevented the page from rendering in the popup control

Case: 54978 Can only add one hyperlink condition
Fixed issue that would not allow users to add more than one hyperlink condition.

Case: 55031 Add "Notes" column to User/Role Assignment
Added a "Notes" column to the User/Role Assignment screen to allow administrators to make notes or track details about any
given security assignments.

Case: 55053 Make Subject field mandatory
An error message will now display if the subject field is left blank when sending an email.

Case: 55090 Dashboard grid does not fill available space
Fixed a bug where a grid on a dashboard wouldn't always fill the available vertical space.

Case: 55137 Drag and drop XLS file
When importing from Excel on a data entry screen, if a XLS file is drag and dropped onto the upload control an error message will
now display informing the user that the file must be in XLSX format.

Case: 55220 Institutional Definitions:  Update Institutional Definitions button
For institutional definitions with extensive criteria, when the update institutional definitions button was pushed, an error occurred.
This issue has been resolved.

Note:  The nightly refresh of institutional definitions was not affected by this bug.
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